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1. INTRODUCTION 
Quite recently three new simple groups with Sylow 2-subgroups of order 
2’ have been discovered. Those are Janko’s groups /a , Js of orders 
604,800 = 2’ -3s * 5s * 7,50,232,960 = 2’ * 36 * 5 * 17 * 19 and Maclaughlin’s 
group MC of order 898,128,OOO = 2’ * 3’I * 53 * 7 * 11. The existence of 1s has 
been proved by M. Hall and I3 by G. Higman. 
Other than the groups mentioned above there are several simple groups 
whose orders are divisible exactly by 2’. In fact, if a prime power q is suitably 
den, 4b L3(q) ad u,(q) are such groups and their Sylow 2-subgroups are 
abelian, dihedral, quasi dihedral or wreathed product 2s. J- &-here 2, is a 
cyclic group of order m. The alternating groups of degrees 10 and 1 I, A,, , A,, 
and L,(q), U,(q), q = 3, 5 (mod 8) are also such groups. These are all the 
known simple groups whose orders are divisible exactly by 2’. 
Simple groups with abelian Sylow 2-subgroups have been determined by 
Walter [13] and those with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups by Gorenstein and 
Walter [4]. Simple groups with quasi dihedral and wreathed Sylow 2-sub- 
groups have been studied by J. Alperin, R. Brauer and D. Gorenstein [l]. 
In this note we shall discuss simple groups with Sylow 2-subgroups which 
are isomorphic to those of Ja , MC, or A,, . Call these 2-groups Tl , T2 , T3 , 
respectively. These three 2-groups have quite similar structure, that is 
(1) the center Z( Ti) of Ti is of order 2, i = 1, 2,3, 
(2) T,/Z( TJ is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of A, , i = 1,2,3. 
Now we note here that Sylow 2-subgroups of L,(q) or U,(q), q = 3, 5 
(mod 8), are isomorphic to either T, or T3 . 
Our result is 
* Supported in part by National Science Foundation grant GP-7952X. 
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THEOREM 2. Let G be a finite simple groups with Sylow t-subgroup T. 
Assume 
(1) Z(T) is cyclic, 
(2) T/(z) is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of A, , where z is an (unique) 
involution in Z(T), 
(3) a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,( 2 ) d oes not normalize any non-trivakl subgroup 
of odd order of C,(a). 
Then Co(z) is isomorphic to the centralizer of some involution of one of the 
simplegroups: A,, , M, , MB , J2 , MC, L,(3), L,(5) or U,(3). 
We note that A,, does not satisfy the condition (3). In fact Co(z) contains a 
nontrivial normal subgroup of odd order for G = A,, . 
A subgroup H of a finite group G is called a 2-signalizer of G if the order of 
His odd and the normalizer N,(H) of H in G contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
G. In this terminology the condition (3) is 
(3) 2-signalizers of Co(z) are trivial. 
If a finite group G satisfies the condition of the above theorem, then 
N = C(z)/(z) is a group satisfying: 
(1) a Sylow 2-subgroup of N is isomorphic to that of A, . 
(2) 24gnalizers of N are trivial. 
In Section 2, we shall classify all finite groups satisfying these conditions. In 
Section 3, we shall determine the possible structure of C(Z) under the 
simplicity of G. 
Our notation is standard. We shall explain here the terms which are less 
familiar and those first introduced in this note. 
G# the set of nonidentity elements of a group G. 
4 an elementary abelian group of order 2’. 
GL42) * E3 a splitting extention of E3 by GL42) where GL,(2) acts faithfully 
on Es . 
S, - E:” a subgroup of GL,(2) * E, which centralizes one involution of Es . 
S, - Ei” a subgroup of G&(2) * E3 which normalizes one four-group 
ofE,. 
A, . Ei” a splitting extension of E4 by A, where A, acts faithfully on E4 
and nontransitively on E4*. 
WH, 4 the set of n-subgroup of G which are normalized by a subgroup 
Hof G. 
I * II the maximal power of 2 which divides 1 * 1. 
I * I*’ I * l/l * le * 
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Aut(G) the automorphism group of a group G. 
D(G) the Frattini subgroup of a group G. 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite group G. 
the subgroup of a p group P generated by all elements of order p. 
the central product of groups G1 and G, . 
2. THEOREM 1 AND ITS PROOF 
THB~REM 1. Let G be a Jinite group with Sylow 2-subgroup S. Assume 
(1) S is isomorphic to SA, and 
(2) 2-signalimrs of G are trivial; H(S, 2’) = 1. 
Then G is isomorphic to one of the groups; 
(1) (4 S, 
(b) gp<~,SI~=1,S”=S,[~,Sl#l), 
(c) s, - Ef’, 
(d) gp(t, L, , L, I tZ = 1, L, z L, E SL,(3) or 
SL,(5), (4 ,L2) = Ll *L, , Jz = L, >. 
(II) (a) S, * &As’, 
(b) gp(t,,t,,L,,L,I<t,,t,)rZ, x 22, 
L, E L, s L,(3) or L,(5), L:l = Li , i = 1,2, 
L? =Lz,<&,Lz) =L, XL,). 
(III) (4 G&42) - Es, 
(b) A, - E:“, 
(4 As,A,, 
(4 PS~4(3)9 PSp4(5). 
Before proceding into the proof we shall describe the various miscellaneous 
properties of S g SR, . 
(1) S is generated by the elements a, b, c, d, e, f such that 
[c, 4 = P, fl = a, [d, 4 = b, Mfl = c, 
aa = b2 = ~2 = d2 = $ = f2 = 1. 
(2) E = <a, b, c, d) is the unique elementary abelian group of order 16 of S. 
(3) Z(S) = (a), S’ = (a, b, c). 
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(4) S has seven maximal subgroups. One is isomorphic to 
U, = (0, h c, e, f > z Qe * Qs 
(Qs is a quaternion group of order 8.). Three to Ua = (a, b, c, d, e) s 
2, x 2, I.7, . The remaining three to Us = (a, 6, c, e, df ). 
(5) The representatives of conjugacy classes of involutions of S and their 
cardinalities. 
We shall give several prehminary lemmas. Let Hs , Hs b< subgroups of a 
finite group H, . If an element h, of H1 is conjugate to some element (&) 
of H3 in H, , then we say that h, is fused into Hs in HI (or is fused with ha 
in HI : h, w h, .) 
LEMMA 1. Let H be a finite group and T one of its Syloro 2-subgroups. Let 
M be u maximal subgroup of T and x an element of T - M. Zf x is notfissed into 
MundxZ’isnotfzsedinto T-Mf or every i > 1 in H, then H contuins a 
normal subgroup HI of index 2 such that HI does not contain x. 
Proof This lemma has been proved in [5, Lemma 161. 
LEMMA 2. Let H be u finite group and T one of its Sytirw 2-subgroups. Let 
M be u muximul subgroup of T. Furthermore assnme thut M is ekmentary ubeliun. 
Zf [T : Z(T)] 2 29, then H contains a normal subgroup HI of index 2 such that 
one of whose Sylow 2-subgroups is M. 
Proof. The proof is found in ([fl, Lemma 18). Lemma 18 of [5l is different 
from Lemma 2. However the proof of that lemma actually shows Lemma 2 
above. 
COROLLARY 3. Let H be afinitegroup whose Sylow subgroups are isomorphic 
to Z, x Z, r Z, . Then H contains a normal subgroup HI of index 2 whose 
Syh 2-subgroups are isomorphic to E, . 
LEMMA 4. Let H be ajnitegronp whose Syik.u 2-subgronps are isomorphic to 
U, or LJ, (U, and U, were defined befme.) Then H = Cn(Z( U))O(H), where U 
is a Syhw 2-subgroup of H and O(H) is the muximul normal subgroup of H of 
odd order. 
Proof. If Us UIsQa*Qe, th en, since U is an extra special 2-group, 
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our assertion is proved by Corollary 4 of [5] and a theorem of Glauberman [3]. 
Next assume 0’~ V, . For convenience we assume that V : (a, 6, c, e, df) 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H where a, 6, c, d, e, f, satisfy the same relations for 
s g s, . We get Z(V) := (a). Suppose a is not an isolated involution of U 
in H. The an element h E H which maps a,, E U (a,, # a) to a and Cu(aO) 
into V. Since the commutator subgroup of every maximal subgroup of V is 
(a), the order of Cv(a,) must be 8. Therefore, we may assume a,, := e. V 
contains exactly two subgroups (a, 6, e> = C,(e) = A, (a, 6, c) which are 
isomorphic to Es. Assume h maps A to (a, 6, c). Then since e* = a we get 
a N 6, c or bc, we have already ruled out this possibility as ] C,(b)] = 16,... . 
Therefore, h normalizes A. Since a has at least 5 conjugate elements in A, 
] N(A)/C(A)I must be divisible by 7, as N(A)/C(A) C G&(2). Thus a w 6. 
We again have a contradiction. 
LEMMA 5. Let H be a finite group whose Sylow 2-subgroups are isomorphic 
to E3 . Assume H contains no normal subgroups of ina%x 2. If V is a 2-group 
acting on H, then V centralizes one of the Sylow 2-subgroups of H. 
Proof. Let V be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. We may assume V normalizes 
V. Form the semi-direct product L = VH. fl = N=( V)/C,( V) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of GL,(2). S ince H contains no normal subgroup of index 2, 
] lv 1 is divisible by 7. We may assume that v normalizes a Sylow ‘I-subgroup 
of a. Comparing the structure of GL.42) we conclude that V is contained in 
CL(V)* 
Now we begin to prove Theorem 1. Let G be a finite group satisfying the 
condition of Theorem 1 and S one of its Sylow 2-subgroups. S is generated by 
a, 6, c, d, e, f which satisfy the relation stated before. The proof will be 
completed in a sequence of lemmas. The Lemmas 6 N 8 will be proved under 
the assumption stated above. 
LEMMA 6. If the center of G is non-trivial, then G is isomorphic to one of the 
groups in (I) of Theorem 1. 
Proof. Since EI(S, 2’) = 1, Z(G) = Z(S) = (a). Put G/(a) = G. Then 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is isomorphic to Z, x Z, JZs . By Corollary 3, G 
contains a normal subgroup of index 2. Hence, so does G. Let H be a normal 
subgroup of G of index 2. We may assume that a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
H is U = (a, 6, c, e, f) as 0 = U/(a) z E4. Since U is the central 
product of two quatemion groups Q, = (ce, ebf) and Qs = (bf, fee) 
in one and only one way, 1 Aut(U)l,, = 9 and a Sylow 3-subgroup X 
of Aut( V) is elementary abelian. Put X = (x1 , xs) where [xi. , Qj] = 1, 
i #i. Then, since Qi* = Qs , we may assume x1* = xs in Aut( U). Now 
we obtain I N,( V)/VC,( V)l = 1, 3 or 9. Since EI(S, 2’) = 1, we get 
C,(V) C Z(V). Therefore, 1 NH( V)l = 32, 3 - 32 of 9 . 32. 
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CASE (i) ] NH(U)] = 32. Since NB( 0) = 0, 17 has a normal 2-comple- 
ment. Therefore, G has a normal 2-complement; hence G = S. 
CASE (ii) ] NH(U)] = 3 .32. Put N&U) = (x, U). Since d normalizes 
N,(U), we may assume x == xrxs or xrxs -r. We shall show that in either case 
H = N,(U). If R is solvable, then since O(R) = 1, a is normal in Ip. 
Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that H is solvable. Suppose false. Let R 
be a minimal normal subgroup of R. Then, since x induces a fined-point-free 
automorphism on a, ] R 1s is 4 or 16. If ) i@ (s is 16, by a theorem of Walter 
[13], R is not a simple group. Hence, @ is the direct product of two isomor- 
phic simple groups L,(q). This conflicts with I NR( o)] = 3 * 16. If I A$ I2 is 4 -- - 
and m is nonsolvable then ii? g L,(q) by [4]. We get that UM = M x aI 
where ur is a four-group. This contlits with the fact that x acts fixed-point- 
freely on if. Finally suppose R is a four-group. Then CR(m) is a splitting -- 
extension of R. Write CR(@) = M x t. Since CR(M) contains U, L must 
be nonsolvable. Thus, we can find a minimal normal subgroup which is 
nonsolvable. However, we have ruled out this possibility already. Thus, we 
have shown that H is solvable and H = <x1x& - U or (xIx;l) - U. It is easy 
to identify our group G with one of the groups described in (I) of Theorem 1. 
CASE (iii) I N&U)1 = 9 * 32. Let m be a minimal normal subgroup of G 
which is contained in H. Then I &i’ 1 is divisible by 16. If ii? = a then His a 
non splitting central extension of L,(3) x L,(3). Comparing the structure of 
Sylow 2-subgroup of H, we conclude that H is the central product of two 
SL,(3)‘s. Now suppose u < m. By Walter’s theorem &i can not be a simple 
group. Hence, a E L,(q) x L,(q) f or some prime power q > 5. By the 
assumption ki(S, 2’) = 1, and the Frattini argument we obtain q = 5. 
Furthermore, we get that R = H as 1 NR(~)] = 9 . 16. H is the central 
product of two .%(2,5)‘s. It is easy to show that G is isomorphic to the group 
given in (I) of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 7. If the center of G is trivial and G contains a normal subgroup of 
index 2, then G is isomorphic to one of the groups of (II) of Theorem 1. 
Proof. Let HI be a normal subgroup of G of index 2. Then a Sylow 
2-subgroup U of HI is a maximal subgroup of S. If Ug U, or U, then by 
Lemma 4, HI = CH, (Z(U)) O(H,). S ince Ei(S, 2’) = 1, we obtain Z(H,) = 
Z(U) = (a). Hence, Z(G) = (a). This is not our case. Therefore, a Sylow 
2-subgroup of Hl is isomorphic to U, z 2, x 2, J-2, . By Corollary 3, HI 
contains a normal subgroup of index 2. Thus we have proved [G : 02(G)] > 4, 
where 02(G) is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G subject to the 
condition that G/02(G) is a 2-group. Furthermore, a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
Or(G) == H is elementary. Since Z(G) is trivial, we get 1 H I2 > 4. If 
I H 1s = 4, then H E L,(3) or L2(5) as Ei(S, 2’) = 1. Considering the auto- 
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morphism group of H, we conclude that the order of a Sylow 2-subgroup V 
of HC(H) = H x C(H) is larger than 32 and 1 Z( V)I 3 8. This is impossible 
by the structure of S. If 1 H la = 8, then by Lemma 5 we conclude 
1 Z(S)1 > 8, this is clearly impossible. Hence, 1 H I2 = 16. A Sylow 2-sub- 
group of H is (a, b, c, d) = A. Let K be a complement of N,(A) to A. 
Then we may assume that K is invariant by (e, f ) 2 2, x 2, . Since (e, f ) * K 
induces a faithful automorphism group on A, considering a subgroup of 
A, G GL,(2) of odd or d er which is normalized by a four-group, we soon see 
that K is an elementary abelian group of order 3 or 9. 
CASE (i) I K 1 = 3. Since H does not contain a normal subgroup of 
index 2, K induces a finxed-point-free automorphism on A. In the similar 
argument in Case (ii) of Lemma 6 we can easily prove that H is solvable. 
This implies G = (e, f) K -A . Since Z(G) = 1, G is not 2-closed. Therefore, 
we may assume ka = k-l where K = (k). k normalizes (a, c) as [k, f] = 1 
and C,(f) = (a, c). Th ere ore, f (a, c, f > g Es is a normal subgroup of G. 
Since S splits over (a, c, f) we get G z S,E$). 
CASE (ii) 1 K 1 = 9. If H is solvable then H = K - A s L,(3) x L,(3). 
Suppose that H is nonsolvable. Let M be a minimal normal subgroup of G 
which is contained in H. Then 1 M 1s = 16. Hence, M g L, (5) x L, (5) 
and H = M, as EI(S, 2’) = 1. Put M = L, x L, where L, z L, z L,(q), 
q = 3,5. Since M is minimal normal subgroup of G, at least one element 
of e, f, say e, interchanges L, and L, . This completes our lemma. 
LEMMA 8. If G does not contain a normal subgroup of index 2 and Z(G) = 1, 
then G is isomorphic to orre of the groups given in (III) of Theorem 1. 
Proof. Put N = Co(u). Then N is isomorphic to one of the groups 
described in (I) of Theorem 1. If N g S,Ei’) then by a theorem of D. Held 
[6], G z A,, , A, or GL,(2)E, . If N E gp(t, L, , L, [ t2 = 1, Li rL,(q), 
i = 1,2, q = 3,5, L,’ = L, , L, . L, = L, *L,) then G E PSp,(3), PSp,(S), 
by a recent result of W. Wong [14]. We shall treat the remaining cases. 
CASE (i) N s gp(x, S I x+ = 1, Sz = S, [x, s] # 1). The fusion of 
involutions of S in N is easily seen as follows 
0, b-c -bc, d, da, e-f-ef. 
Suppose a - b in G. By a lemma of Thompson d is fused into (a, b, c, e, f ). 
Hence, d - a or d - e. Since C,(d) * Cde) we must have d - a. For the 
same reason, we get da - a. We have thus shown the every involution of 
A = (a, 6, c, d) is contained in a single conjugate class in G. Since A is 
unique elementary abelian subgroup of order 16 in S, the fusion of A is 
already determined in N(A). This implies that N(A) acts transitively on A. 
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Since 1 N(A) n C(a)] = 3 * 64, we obtain 1 N(A)] = 15.3 a 64. We soon see 
N(A)/A E 2, x A,. Hence, I N(S)] = 9 - 64. This is impossible as 
N(S) C C(a). We have thus shown a + b in G. 
Suppose e w a. Take an element g which maps e to u and Cs(e) into S. 
Then g maps C,(e)’ = (a) into s’ = (a, b, c). This forces (I - b which is a 
contradiction. Hence, a + e. Suppose e - b. Then, since C,(e)’ = (u) and 
C&J)’ = (a, b) the fusion e - b occurs in C(u), which is impossible. Hence, 
e + b. 
Since Z*(G) = I, Glauberman’s theorem forces a - d or a - da. We 
may assume a - d. If u - da, then N(A) acts transitively on the set of involu- 
tions containing a, d, da. Therefore, I N(A)J = 9 * 1 N(A) n C(a)1 = 27 - 64, 
this is impossible by the structure of A, . Hence, u + da. Since da must be 
fused into (a, b, c, e, f) by a lemma of Thompson, we get da - b or e. Since 
C,(e) p Cs(du), we get da - 6. Thus, we have determined all the fusion of 
the involutions of S; 
a - d, b - c - bc - da, e-f -ef. 
Since a has 5 conjugate elements in A we obtain 1 N(A)1 = 3 . 5 . 64 and 
N(A)/A g A,. 
Finally we shall show G = N(A). To prove this, it is sufficient to show that 
N(A) is a strongly embedded subgroup ([15], Chap. 9) of G. Clearly 
C(u) C N(A). Put H = C(b). Then U = (a, b, c, d, e) is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of H. Since U z Z, x Za s Za , by Corollary 3 H contains a normal subgroup 
HI of index 2. A Sylow 2-subgroup of Hl is (a, 6, c, d) = A. Since NHiA) = 
(y) . A where y* = 1 and [y, b] = 1, applying a transfer theorem we 
conclude that Hl contains a normal subgroup of index 4. Hence, 
[H : Oe(H)] = 8. Put M = 08(H). Then M contains a normal subgroup 
L E L,(q) for suitable q. Since EI(U, 2’) = 1, because of u - db - d - 
dc - dcbu, we have M = L and q = 3 or 5. Considering the automorphism 
group of M, we obtain HI = C(M) x M. C(M) is a four-group containing 
b. Since y E M centralizes exactly one element of the set of ten involutions 
{bn ) II E N(A)}, we conclude that an involution a, # b of C(M) is conjugate 
to a. Since [a, M] = 1, we get q = 3. This forces H = C(b) C N(A). 
Finally put I = C(e). Then a Sylow 2-subgroup of I is B = (a, b, e, f) E 
(e) x (f, 6) z Z, x D, . By a theorem of Gaschiitz [2], we can write as 
I = (ej x I1 . A Sylow 2-subgroup of I1 is a dihedral subgroup D of 
(a, b, e, f). Clearly D’ = <a>. Since a is an isolated element of D in Z, , we 
conclude that Ii contains a normal 2-complement. Hence, so does I. Let K 
be a normal 2-complement. Then K = Cdu) * C,(b) * Cdub). If CK(a) = 
Ki f 1, then K, normalizes (a, b, e, f > as C(u) is 2-closed. This implies 
[Kr , (a, b, e, f )] = 1. Comparing the structure of C(u) we easily get a 
contradiction. If Cdb) = K, # 1, then 1 K, I = 3. Since K, normalizes 
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A = (a, b, c, d), K, centralizes a, we have already ruled out this possibility. 
In a same reason C&a) = 1. Hence, K = 1. This implies C(e) C N(A). 
Hence, G = N(A) E A, - I$). 
CASE (ii) N = S. We shall derive a contradiction in this case. If e is an 
extreme element, then, since e must be fused into (a, b, c, d, f ), we get e m f 
as Cs(e) g C,(d), Cs(du). The fusion e w f must occur in C(a), as Cs(e)’ = 
C,(f)’ = (a}. This is impossible. Therefore, e N b, c, bc or e N Q. Suppose 
e + a. Since C,(e)l = (a), C,(b)’ = (a, b), C,(c)’ = (a, c), C,(bc)’ = (a, bc), 
the fusion e - b (or c, bc) gives the fusion a - 6. Thus, we have e N a in any 
case. Put S, = C(e). Then S,’ 3 Cs(e)’ 1 (a). This implies 1 Cs,(u)l > 32. 
Since [ C(u) n C(e)1 = 16, we get a contradiction. This completes our lemma 
and Theorem 1. 
3. THEOREM 2 AND ITS PROOF 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a finite simple group sutisfring the conditions: 
(1) a Sylow 2-subgroup T of G has the following properties: (a) Z(T) is 
colic; (b) T/(z) cz SA, , where z is an involution of Z(T). 
(2) 2-signulizers of C,(z) are triviul. 
Then C,(z) is isomorphic to the centralizer of an involution of the following 
simplegyoups: Alo , MS2 , MB , L,(3), -h(5), u,(3), .L , MC. 
To begin with, we shall discuss our 2-group Twhich satisfies the condition (1) 
of the theorem in detail. 
Since SA8 contains a central product Qs * Qs of two quaternion groups, T 
contains a subgroup S such that S/(z) s Qs * Qs . A subgroup S plays an 
important role in our proof. We tix the significance of T and S throughout 
the rest of the paper. 
LEMMA 9. The following conditions hold. 
(1) S’ = Z(S) = D(S) E 2, x 2, , 
(2) Z(T) = <zh 
(3) T - S contains exactly one conjugucy class of involutions in T, 
(4) s = <al ,b,) - <as , h.) whe 
[+I 9 0 (aa , b,)l C (z>, 
(ul,bi,z)/<z>~Q8,i=1,2, [u,,bJ =z,und[u,,bJ =,q.Further- 
more u< = a 2 , bit = b, where t is a suitable involution (we Jix t hereafter) in 
T - S. 
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(5) I C&l < 16 and W,(t)) 3 x, 
(6) if M is a maximal subgroup of T and M g S then M = S. 
Proof. Since S/<s> g Qs + Qs , we may assume S = (al , bl , a2 , b, , .z) 
where al2 = b12 = a22 = b22 mod (z). This implies 1 Z(S)1 = I(ala, z)l = 4. 
If ] S’ 1 = 2, then S’ = Z(T). Hence, S’ = (z). This conflicts with 
S/(z) g Qs * Qs . Hence, ( S’ 1 = 4. Therefore, S’ = Z(S) = D(S). Let 
x, y E S. Then [x, ~1” = [x2,y] = 1. This forces S’ = Z(S) = D(S) g 
2, x 2,. (2) is a direct consequence of (1). 
Let t be an element of T - S such that t2 E Z(T) = (z). Put Z(S) = (z, zr). 
Then t normalizes Z(S) but does not centralize it. This implies (t, z, zJ g D8, 
a dihedral group of order 8. Therefore, we may assume that t is an involution. 
The involutions of T/(z) - SC”> are divided into two conjugacy classes and 
their representatives are t and & . Therefore, every involution of T - S is 
conjugate to one of t, tz, tz, , or tzIz in T. Since the orders of tzI and tz,z 
are 4 and t is conjugate to tz in T we get (3). 
By (1) S is generated by four elements. Comparing the structure of 
Tl<Q cx &, 9 s/C+ c Qs * Qs , we can easily obtain the assertions except 
the ones [a, , b,] = z, , [a, , b,] = zzl . Since the Schur multiplier of Qs is 
trivial we get that (ai , b,)’ $ z, i = 1,2. Therefore, 1 (ai , bJ’ I = 2. Since 
[ai , bi] = zr mod (z), we may assume that [a, , b,] = z, , [a2, b,] = zz, as 
[t, z] f 1. This completes (4). 
Put T = T/(x). Then I C,(t)] = 16. Since t does not commute with zr , we 
have that / C,(t)1 < 16. Put S = (aI , bl)(a2 , b2) as in (4). In order to prove 
the latter part of (5), we first show that t normalizes a subgroup U of S such 
that Ug 2, x 2, . Suppose [aI , ua] = z, [b, , b,] = z, [a,b, , a,b.J = z, then 
z = [b, , a2][al, bJ = [b, , a,] * [b, , a,]$ = z2. This is impossible. There- 
fore, one of [a, , a,], [b, , b,], [alb, , a,b,], say [al , ad, is equal to 1. Put 
U = (al , a2). Then, since U 3 z, or z,.z and Ut = U, we get that U 3 z, z, 
and UzZ,xZ,. Clearly ala2 E C,(t). Since zr 6 Cd(t) we have that 
(ala,)2 = z. This completes the proof of (5). 
Let M be a maximal subgroup of T such that M # S. Then M 3 x and 
M/(z) g U, or U, . (U, and U, are maximal subgroup of SA, and were 
defined in Section 2.) Since I U,’ I = 1 U,’ 1 = 4, we conclude that M $ S. 
LEMMA 10. If S admits an automorphism x of odd order which centralizes 
the center Z(S) of S, then S is isomorphic to Q8 x Qs or A’+) . 
Proof. Put S = <al , b,)(a, , b,) as in (4) of Lemma 9. By the structure of 
S/(z), x normalizes Vi = (ai , b,), i = 1, 2. Furthermore, we see that the 
order of x is three. We may assume that x acts nontrivially on V, . If I V, I = 16, 
then V, z Z, x Qs . Since V, is generated by two elements, this is impossible. 
Hence, ) V, I = 8 and V, z Qs . We may assume that a,” = b, , blz = a,b, . 
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Suppose [x, VJ = 1. Put [a, , aa] = .ze E (z). Operating x and x2 on both 
sides we get that [b, , &J = z,, , [urb, , ~z] = z,, . This forces a,, = 1. Con- 
tinuing this process we obtain [V, , V2] = 1. Hence, V, - Vz s Qs x Qs . 
Therefore, we may assume [x1 , V,] # 1 and [I,‘, , V,] f I. 
CASE (i) %z = 6,) baz = a&a mod Z(S). Put [ur , a,] = z, E (2). Then 
20 = [%b, > a,hJ = [a1 , ~,I[~1 ,bl[h 9 %.,I[~, ,4d = 20 - zo[b, a,][& , %y = 
[b, , az]* = 1 (note that [x, Z(S)] = 1 and [VI , VJ C (2)). Since [VI, Vz] f 1, 
we may assume [or , b,] = z. Operating t and x on both sides of [aI , b,] = a, 
we see that the structure of Vr * V2 = S is uniquely determined. 
CASE (ii) u2= = a&, (a&*)” 3 b, mod Z(S). In this case also, we can 
prove that S is uniquely determined under the assumption that [V, , VJ # 1. 
In both cases we see that S is isomorphic to SLatI) . This completes the proof 
of Lemma 10. 
LEMMA 11. Let G be u finite group with Sylow 2-subgroup T. Put 
Z(S) = (2, q). If z is fused with z1 in G then z is fused with z1 in NG(S). 
Pmof. Since C&z,) = S, our lemma is clear from (6) of Lemma 9. 
We continue the further discussion on T. Put U = Qr * Q2 z Qs * Qa . 
Let (tl , t2) be a four-group or a group of order 8 acting on U. Assume 
Q, = (ui , bi), ufl = a;', $1 = biUi , i= 1,2, 
ts - 
% - a*, b? = 6,) D((t, , t*>) c Z(U). 
Put T1 = (tl , t2) * U. Then T,/Z(T,) z SAB . Therefore, T1 satisfies the 
conditions on T of Theorem 2. We easily see that 
Sl = <Z(T) l,al*a*, 12, I* 2 bb t t> 
corresponds to S for T1 and Z(S) = (a, zr) = (Z(T,), uIu2). This group T1 
is of particular structure. However, it will frequently appear later. For 
instance, if (tl , t2) z Z, x Z, , then T1 g SA,,; if (ir , t2) g D, and 
t,‘= l,thenT,r& . 
Next three lemmas Ee proved under the same notation as the previous 
phrase. G is a finite group with Sylow 2-subgroup T = T1 . 
LEMMA 12. If (tl , t2) g Z, x Z, 01 Q8 , then 
(1) N&S) = C&S) * T, 
(2) C&,uJ bus a twmal2-complement. 
Proof. We easily see that S is not isomorphic to either Qs x Q,, or St,t4) . 
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Furthermore S/(z) is not isomorphic to S/(zJ. Suppose C(S) * T is a proper 
subgroup of N(S). Then S admits an automorphism x of odd order which 
centralizes Z(S). This is impossible by Lemma 10. Thus (1) holds. Lemma 11 
and (1) imply that S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co(alu,) = C. A Sylow 
2-subgroup of C = C/(a,a,) is 
- - s = ww%> = (a1 , hxt2 , W,) 
which is isomorphic to (De * 2,) x 2, or D, * Q8, according to (ti , to) z 
Z, x Zs or Qs . In each case we can prove that f E S is an isolated involution 
of S in C. Therefore, by Glauberman’s theorem, C D (a, a& * O(C). 
From (1) of this lemma we see that c = C/(z, a,%) * O(C) has a normal 
2-complement, hence so does C. Thus (2) holds. 
LEMMA 13. Assume (tI , tz) g D 8, ,4=1,tIa=1.Zfxisanelmentof t 
Aut(S) of odd order, then x3 = 1 and x jkes exuctb three involutionr of an 
unique elementary abelian subgroup of order 16 of S. 
Proof. Put S = (a 1, a2 , V2 , tl $1,) and A = (2, %a, , &h , tlt2). 
Then A is an unique elementary abelian subgroup of order 16 of S. We easily 
se that S c$ Q2 x Q8, SL,W . Suppose x8 # 1, then x8 centralizes the 
center Z(S) of S. This is impossible by Lemma 10. Thus Z = 1 and x does 
not centralize Z(S). Put M = (t2 , u1 , tlblb2). Then M is a maximal subgroup 
of S. Since M contains precisely seven involutions and any other maximal 
subgroup of S contains more than seven involutions, M is invariant by x. 
Since Z(M) = (zl , a,%), x centralizes non central involution of M. Since 
every involution of M is contained in A, we get our lemma. 
LEMMA 14. Let t be an element of order 4 (if any) in (tI , tz). Then 
(t, U> - U contains no involutions. Squares of elements of order 4 of T are 
given in the following table. 
X ; x2 
xE<t, 9 w 2, a,=, 
x E (22 > w I 2, al+, blh 
XE(V2, w 1 2, wJ2, %V, 
(We have given the representatives of conjugate elements in T.) 
Proof. Easy. 
Now we shall prove our theorem. From now on we assume that G, T, S, 
2, .a; have the same significance as before. Let m = C,(a)/(2). Then a Sylow 
2-subgroup of h’ is isomorphic to S”, . Furthermore, we easily see that the 
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2-signalizer of N is trivial. Therefore, we can apply Theorem 1. The proof is 
divided into several lemmas. 
LEMMA 15. m is not 2-closed. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then C(z) is also 2-closed. Since S is a characteristic 
subgroup of T, we have that N(S) I) C(z). By Lemma 1, tz, must be fused 
into S or (tzl)2 into T - S. Assume that tz, is fused into S. Take an element 
g such that g maps tz, into S. Since the Frattini subgroup D(S) of S is 
(z, a,), we get [(tzl)*]g = zg E (z, zi). Since S is a normal subgroup of 
C(z), we may assume that zg = zi , as z1 N zzi in T. Since the fusion z w zi 
must be determined in N(S) by Lemma 11, we can choose an element 
g, E N(S) such that zgl = zi . Therefore, g E C(z) * N(S) C N(S) which is a 
contradiction. We thus conclude that z must be fused to t. Let S, be a 
subgroup of C(t) which is isomorphic to S. Since C(t) is 2-closed S, is uni- 
quely determined. Put Z(S,) x- (t, a). By Lemma 9 the Frattini subgroup 
D(C,(t)) of C,(t) contains z. Hence, z E S, . Hence, [z, a] = 1. This implies 
a E T as C(z) is 2-closed. Therefore, t w tu in T by Lemma 9. This forces 
t N tu ,- a in G. Since one of ta and a is contained in S we may assume Q E S, 
Take a subgroup S, of C(Q) which is isomorphic to S. Since C(Q) 1 S, 
we have S, = S, . Since [zl , 4 f 1, h . a] = 1, we can conclude that 
(zi) * S, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(Q). Therefore, zi normalizes (t, a) as 
(t, a) is the center of S, . Since t” = tz, we have a = z. This implies 
S, C C(z). Hence, S, =I S which is clearly impossible. This completes the 
proof. 
LEMMA 16. m is not isomorphic to S&A”. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then S is a normal subgroup of N. S admits an 
automorphism of order 3 which centralizes the center of S. By Lemma 10 
we conclude that S g Qs x Qs or SL,,4j . Suppose S z Q, x Qs . Since S 
contains exactly three involutions, by Glauberman’s theorem and Lemma 9(4), 
z must be fused to t or zi . Since (z) is a characteristic subgroup of 
S E QB x Q8 , the latter fusion does not happen by Lemma 11. By Lemma 9, 
D(C,(t)) 3 z. Take an element g E G which maps t to z and Cd(t) into T. 
Then g maps z into (z, ai) C D(T). Hence, g E C(z) as z + zi in G, which 
is clearly impossible. 
Suppose S E SL,fp) . In this case we shall show that C(z) is isomorphic 
to an extension of an elementary abelian group of order 16 by the symmetric 
group deg 4. Then a theorem of D. Held [7j shows our lemma. S contains 
exactly two elementary abelian subgroups of order 16. We call them A, B. If 
one of A or B is a normal subgroup of T, we easily see that C(a) is an extension 
of h’a by S, . Therefore, we may assume that t interchanges A and B. Now we 
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investigate the structure of C(a) in detail. Let L be a normal subgroup of 
C(a) of index 2. Then L = (x, S) where Sz = S, Xs = 1. We may assume 
xt = x-l. Put A = (2, .a1 ,yl, yzh B = (2921, ylt, ~29, and ~3 = ~1~2 . 
Since x normalizes A and (2,~~) we may assume (yi , ya)= = (yr , ye) 
If x centralizes Y = (yi ,~a), x also centralizes Y* as x1 = x-l. This 
forces [x, S] = 1. This is impossible. Therefore, we may assume ylz = ye , 
Y2 2 = y3. Put [yi ,yl”] = 2,. Then, since the nilpotent class of S is two, 
2, E Z(S)“. Operating x, xs on both side of [yi , yit] = 2, we get [y2 ,y3’] = 2, , 
[Ys 9Y2tl = 20 * Therefore, 2ot = 2, . This implies 2, = 2. In the same way 
we easily show that for every pair of 1 < i, j < 3, [yi , yit] = 2. This forces 
S’ = (z), which is impossible. Hence, A is normal in T. Thus we have 
completed the proof. 
LEMMA 17. 1y is not isomorphic to either PSp,(q) or the centralizer of a 
central involution of PSp,(q), q = 3, 5. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then m contains a subgroup P * S where P is an 
elementary abelian group of order 9 and P C Aut(S). Therefore, S admits an 
automorphism group P of order 9 which centralizes the center Z(S) of S. 
By Lemma 10 S is isomorphic to Qs x Qs . In the proof of Lemma 16, we 
have proved that if S G Qs x Qs , then T can not be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a 
finite group satisfying the condition of Theorem 2. This completes our lemma. 
LEMMA 18. If m is isomorphic to S.,Ei2’ then N = C(2) is isomorphic to 
the centralizer of a central involution of A,, OT M,, . 
Proof. Put N = AB where A= S, , B E E3 . Then B is a 2-group of 
order 16 on which S, acts faithfully. Assume that B is nonabelian. Then, 
since B’ = D(B) E Z, , the order of Z(B) must be 4, for there exists no 
extra-special group of order 16. Therefore, A centralizes an involution of B. 
This is not our case. Hence, B is abelian. If B is elementary, our lemma follows 
from a theorem of Held [7]. Therefore, we may assume B z Z, x Z, x Z, . 
Since the center of T is of order 2, A/(2) acts faithfully on Q,(B). (The semi- 
direct product of A/(2) with Ql(B) is isomorphic to S,Ei’)). Let R be a 
normal four-group of A. Put X = (K, R,(B)). If if = (K, , K,) then the 
action of Kon Q,(B) is given by the following matrices: 
Q,(B) = <a, XI > ~2). 
(Remark: These matrices do not necessarily give the orders of R, , k, .) 
We easily prove that Z(V) = D(V) = U’ = (2). Therefore, ZJ is an extra- 
special group of order 32. Since U contains an elementary abelian group of 
order 8, U is the central product of two quatemion groups. Take an element x 
of order 3 in A, then x centralizes exactly one element t, of order 4 in B. 
Therefore, N((x)) n N = (tr , ts) - (x) where t, inverts x and (ir , ta) is a 
group of order 8. Clearly U is a normal subgroup of N and 
N = (tl , tz> * (x) * ZJ. 
We shall determine the action of t, , i,, x on U. Put U = Q1 * Q2. 
Q1rQa=Qa. [Q1,Qil = 1, Z(Qd =Z(Qd =Q1nQe9 Ql = <ads>, 
Qs = (ua , b,). Then, since x induces a fixed free automorphism on U/Z(U) 
we may assume Qiz = bi , biz = Q&i , i = 1,2. Since T/Z(T) G SA, , an 
element t E (tr , t,)* induces an outer automorphism on both Qr and Qs or 
interchanges Qr and Qs . Since [x, t;] = 1, t, interchanges Qr and Qa . 
Therefore, we may assume a? = u2 , bp = 6,. Since one of the elements 
t,t, , t, normalizes Q1 and Qa , we may assume Q> = Qi , i = 1,2. 
t, normalizes exactly one subgroup of order four of Qi , i = 1,2. We may 
assume (al)" = (al). Then (a,)*l = (a~) as [tr , tz] E Z(T). Using the rela- 
tion xtr = x-l, we get 
Qfl zr QT’ I I ’ bf’ = biQi , i = 1,2. 
Thus we have shown that T is a group we have described before (Lemmas 
12 - 14). 
The involutions of U are divided into three conjugate classes in N. The 
representatives are z, ala, , ulblb, . 
First suppose (tr , ts) g Z, x Z, or Qs . Suppose that t,t, is of order 4. 
Then since ts is of order 4, T - (tr , U) contains no involutions by Lemma 14. 
Therefore, t, must be fused into (tr , U) by Lemma 1. Take an element 
g E G which maps t, into (tl , U). Then we may assume (tsa)’ = za = I 
or ulua . Since z + ala, andg E C(z), we get a contradiction. Hence (r&a = 2. 
Hence, (tr , ta) * Qs . Since T - (trta , U) contains no involutions, by the 
similar argument aa above we conclude that z is fused to u,b,b, . Furthermore, 
tsul must be fused into (t,t, , U). Hence, (t&a = zzula, is fused into 
{z, aala, , ulblb,} as zu,a, - alaa in T. Since a - ulblb, + aala, , we may 
assume that rsul fused into (rrta , U) by an element g in C(~Q~Q.J. Since 
a1uz2 + ala, in T, C(2a,u,) contains a normal 2-complement by Lemma 12. 
This is a contradiction. Hence, (tr , ta) is a dihedral group of order 8. 
We see that T contains exactly one elementary abelian subgroup of order 16, 
for S contains exactly one such subgroup A = (2, a,~,, , ulblba , t,r&, 
1 Cdt)l < 16 and C,(l) is not elementary. If all the involutions of A are 
contained in a single conjugate class in G then N(A) is transitive on A#. 
Since I N(A) n C(z)1 = 1 T I, we get 1 N(A)1 = 15 * 8 . 16. Since a Sylow 
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2-subgroup of N(A)/A is a dihedral group of order 8 we easily show that 
N(A)/A is isomorphic to S, . Since an element of order 3 does not centralize 
any element of A*, IV(A)’ is transitive of A*. Therefore, a Sylow 2-subgroup 
S, of A * N(A)’ admits a fixed-point-free automorphism of order 3. Of all the 
maximal subgroups of T containing A, only S has the center of order 4. Since 
S, also has center of order 4, we get S = S, . Since (tl , t2) s De and 
t,* = 1, t24 = 1, this conflicts with Lemma 13. Thus, we have shown that A 
contains at least two conjugate classes of involutions in G. The involutions of 
T - U are divided into two conjugate classes in T. The representatives of 
these classes are tl , t,t, . Suppose z + ~,a, . Then since t2 can not be fused 
into (tl , U) we get z ,- tlt2 by Lemma 1. Furthermore, since &ul also can 
not be fused into (tl , U)[C(a,a,) is 2-closed by Lemma 121, we have 
zu,a, m t,t, . This is not our case as u,a, N au,a, . Thus, a ,- ~,a, . Again 
put A = (z, uiur , u,b,b, , t,t,). Then the order of N(A) must be divisible by 
3. Since G has at least two conjugate classes of involutions we get u&b, + a, 
because every involution of T must be fused into (t2, U> by a lemma of 
Thompson. Thus we have proved that G contains exactly two conjugate 
classes of involutions. The representatives are z, a@, . If z - t,t, in G, 
then z has 11 (3 + 8) conjugate elements in A. This is impossible as 
11 7 1 N(A)I. Hence, u,b,ba N t,t, . Therefore, a has 3-conjugate elements 
in A. Hence, ] N(A)1 = 3 * 128. Hence, N(A) = N(S). Therefore, tlt2 is 
not conjugate to u,b,b, in N(A) by Lemma 13. Since A is the unique 
elementary subgroup of order 16 we get a contradiction. 
LIMA 19. If m is isomorphic to the group defined below 
gp(il,iz,~,,t,,Ii,*=i2*=1,[i~,t2]=1,e,rt2,L2(q), 
q=3,5,+ - L1,L? =L*,.E~ =E,&L, =L1 XE,). 
Then 
(1) N is isomorphic to the centralizer of some involution of L,(3), L,(5), U,(3) or 
(2) (t1, t*> z 2, x 2, u?ld q = 5. 
Proof. Let L be a subgroup of C(a) such that t = L/(z) = L, x f;, , If 
L is a splitting extention of L, x J?* then ) Z(T)1 > 4 which is impossible. 
Sincet? = La , L = L, *L, where L, r L, z SL,(q), q = 3,5. If (tl , t2) z 
2, x 2, and q = 3 then C(a) is a centralizer of an involution of L,(3). If 
t,4 = 1, t,* = 1 and (tl , t2) z D, then C(z) is a centralizer of involution of 
U,(3) or L,(5). Therefore, we may assume 
(9 (4 , t2> = 4 X 22 , 
(ii) <tl , t2) = Qs , or 
(iii) (tl , t2) E D, , t,* = 1. 
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Let U be a subgroup of T such that U g Q, * Qs . Then T = (tl , tz)U. 
U contains 19 involutions. Since [N(U) : fil = 9 all the noncentral involu- 
tions of U are contained in a single conjugate class in N. Since at least one 
element of t 1 , t, or t,t, is of order 4, T contains a maximal subgroup K1 U 
such that every involution of K is contained in U (Lemma 14). By a lemma 
of Thompson we conclude that G contains at most two conjugate classes of 
involutions. The representatives are z and z1 if z + zr where z1 is a central 
element of S. 
Assume (tl , t2) z Z, x Z, or Qs . Then it is easy to see that S/(z) * Sl(a,>. 
This implies z + zr in G by Lemma 11. T contains a maximal subgroup 
M 1 U such that T - M contains no involutions. Let 
s E T - M n {tl , t, , t,t,). 
Then s must be fused into M in G by Lemma 1. Since s2 = z and z + z, , 
we conclude that s has to be fused into M by the element of C(z). This is 
impossible. Thus we have proved (tl , t2) + Z, x Z, and Qs . This implies 
(4 9 t2> e Q . 
As mentioned before, we may assume t12 = 1. Since both of t, , tlt2 
interchange& and L, , we may assume that the order t, is four. We easily see 
that A = (z, a1a2, albIb,, t,t,) (where, a, , b, , a, , b, is defined in the same 
way as in the proof of Lemma 18) is a unique elementary abelian group of 
order 16 of T. Therefore, if all the involutions of A are contained in a single 
conjugate class N(A) acts transitively on A+. Since 1 C(z) n N(A)1 = 3 * 2’, 
we have 1 N(A)1 = 15 * 3 * 8 * 16. A Sylow 2-subgroup of N(A)/A is dihedral. 
Comparing the structure of GL,(2) z A, , we easily get that N(A)/A z A, 
or (C x D)(f) wherefs = I, C(f) z Ss , D * (f) s S, . In both cases 
we can choose a subgroup ii? of N(A)/A such that M z A, and M is 
transitive on A*. Indeed, if N(A)/A E A,, our assertion is clear. If 
N(A)/A s (C x D)(f) and D is nontransitive on A#, then a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of the inverse image of D in N(A) is isomorphic to S,,, . Since SA, does 
not admit an automorphism group of order 9, we get a contradiction. The 
center of a S, subgroup S, of M [the inverse image of m in N(A)] has order 4. 
Hence, S = S, . S, has to admit an automorphism of order 3 which acts fixed 
point freely on S,/Z(S,). However, it is easy to show that S does not have this 
property. Thus, we have shown that A has at least two conjugate classes of 
involutions in G. Since every involution of T is fused into (tl , S), G has at 
most two conjugate classes of involutions and the representatives of each class 
are a and z1 = a,a, . 
The involutions of (t 1 , t, , U) - U are divided into two conjugate classes 
of S. One contains tl , the other t,t, . If t, is fused into (tl, U), then by 
Lemma 14 this fusion must occur in C(z) which is impossible. By Lemma 1, 
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ta2 = z must be fused to t1t2 . In the same way we get z - tr . By Lemma 1, 
taul must be fused (tr , U), as (@I)2 = aura, - a,a, + t,t, . By Lemma 14, 
taul is fused into (tr , U) by an element of C(zu& Since C(zulua) is 2-closed, 
we have a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 19. 
LEMMA 20. The case (2) of Lemma 19 does not occur. 
Proof. Suppose false. First we note that if N had a normal subgroup of 
order 3, then N would be the centralizer of an involution of U,(5). But we are 
missing it in our case. From this point a contradiction will come out. Our 
proof is almost contained in Phan’s paper [12]. We shall just sketch the proof. 
We can claim the following. 
(1) A Sylow 2-subgroup of G is isomorphic to that of L,(3). 
(2) G has precisely two conjugacy classes of involutions. The representatives 
are z, 2r . 
(3) Put H = C&r)/(zr). Then H satisfies the conditions: 
(i) there exists an element a which is contained in the center of a Sylow 
2-subgroup I’ of H such that 
where(a,/3)eZ2 xZ,,F~S,. 
(ii) C,(V) = V. 
(iii) Any two elements of a, /I, ap are not conjugate to each other in H. 
(iv) H > CH(a). 
Using the same argument as that of Phan ([12], Proposition 1) we can prove 
that there exists no finite group which satisfies (i) -(iv). Thus, we get a 
contradiction. (We remark here that if N had a normal subgroup of order 3, 
then the condition (ii) would be replaced by (ii)’ C,(V) = V(x) D (x), 
9 = 1. Furthermore, H gg 2, x S, or 2, x PSL*(2, 52) satisfies (i), 
(ii)‘, (iii), (iv), where PSL*(2, 52) is an extention of PSL(2, 52) by a suitable 
involutive automorphism.) 
LEMMA 21. i-f m g A, , A,, GL42) . E, , OY A,,!$), then C(z) is isomm- 
phit to the centralizer of an involution of MC, M, , OY J2 . 
Proof. Our lemma is almost a direct consequence of various theorems of 
Z. Janko.IfmE A,, our assertion is clear. Janko [lo] has shown that there 
exists no simple group with m g A,, . If m g GL,(2) * Es, then we can 
easily show that C(z) is an extention of Ep by GL42). Janko [9] has shown that 
C(z) is an splitting extention of El by G&(2) which is isomorphic to the 
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centralizer of an involution of AI,. If w s A&i”, then Janko has shown 
that C(z) is isomorphic to the centralizer of an involution of ]2[11]. This 
completes the proof. 
Thus, we have proved our Theorem 2. 
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